Design Phase — Step 2

Example:

- An example of a task list from the ucdsprint.com design

Tasks for user testing – UCD sprint website design

1. You are a student in the Requirement Analysis and Design course. In one of the projects in the course, you are asked to make an app for walking dogs, and the first step is to make a user group analysis. Your professor has recommended a web to help you. You first want to find an example of a User Group Analysis made by somebody else to inspire yourself. Use the ucdsprint.com web to do that.

2. Please find a fill-in template for the User Group Analysis that you can use to make your own.

3. Please download said template.

4. You want to find a step-by-step on how to perform an interview.

5. In the project, you are also asked to conduct interviews with users. You would like to see how other people have done the interviews before.

6. You would like to find and download a template for the interviews you can adapt to make yours.